HYPOTHESISCREATOR: A Framework for Knowledge Discovery Application Development
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1 Introduction

HYPOTHESISCREATOR is a software library designed to assist the knowledge discovery process, by facilitating the development of knowledge discovery systems and computational knowledge discovery experiments. We demonstrate the use of HYPOTHESISCREATOR in developing computational experiments to analyze several kinds of genomic data, showing the diversity of HYPOTHESISCREATOR's applicability and its usefulness.

The implementation of HYPOTHESISCREATOR is based on the idea of viewscope \cite{3, 4}, a generalized form of attribute. The consideration of viewscope allows the seamless integration of various knowledge in databases, newly created attributes, and even experts' intuitions. For a typical user of HYPOTHESISCREATOR, the task consists of designing how to look at the data (the designing of viewscope), and then applying hypothesis generation algorithms to these viewscopes. The current implementation of the library provides numerous viewscopes and several hypothesis generation algorithms, which can be combined to create new viewscopes to suit the user's needs. If the ready-made viewscopes do not suffice, the implementation of new viewscope classes by the user is not so difficult since HYPOTHESISCREATOR is an object oriented class library.

2 Experiments

We are currently applying HYPOTHESISCREATOR to several different kinds of data. The details of the experiments will be reported elsewhere.
2.1 Finding gene regulatory sites

*Transcription factors* influence the transcription of particular genes by binding to specific sites in DNA sequences, called *transcription factor binding sites*. To find putative transcription factor binding sites, we have devised viewscopes for Boolean expressions over pattern matching viewscopes, which enables us to capture the combination of putative sites, and a naive Boolean expression generator. We have applied our approach to the DNA sequences of *S. cerevisiae* and *C. elegans*, and obtained some suggestive results.

2.2 Characterization of subcellular localization signals

Proteins are first synthesized in the cytosol and then carried to specified locations of the cell. The information that determines where the proteins are carried is believed to be encoded in the amino acid sequence. Mitochondrial targeting peptides (mTP), chloroplast targeting peptides (cTP), signal peptide, are some of the known targeting signals. Our aim differs from previous methods which try to characterize these signals [5, 1, 2] in that we try to extract a simple rule or knowledge which may be easily understood. In our experiments, we use an alphabet indexing combined with an approximate string pattern matching, as in [6]. Concerning mitochondrial targeting peptides, we have succeeded in discovering a simple rule which seems to capture biological knowledge about the signals.

3 Discussion

HYPOTHESISCREATOR is free software distributed under the GNU General Public License. It will be available from the HYPOTHESISCREATOR web site. The implementation of new modules into HYPOTHESISCREATOR by many others will further broaden its applicability.
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